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Abstract

Pre-trained models based on the Transformer
architecture have achieved notable perfor-
mances in various language processing tasks.
This article presents a comparison of two pre-
trained versions for French in a three-class clas-
sification task. The datasets used are of two
types: a set of annotated verbatim transcripts
from face-to-face interviews conducted during
a market study and a set of online posts ex-
tracted from a community platform. Little work
has been done in these two areas with tran-
scribed oral corpora and online posts in French.

1 Introduction

Opinion mining has recently undergone a change
with the rise of deep learning and, especially, the
use pre-trained Language Models (Vaswani et al.,
2017). The use of the latter such as ELMO (Peters
et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) has
led to significant improvements on a wide range
of NLP tasks for the English language, from re-
lation extraction to document classification (Peng
et al., 2019; Laskar et al., 2020). French variants
such as FlauBERT (Le et al., 2020) and Camem-
BERT (Martin et al., 2019) were proposed later
on.

In this work, we are interested in the classifica-
tion of two types of data as being either in favour
(motivation), either not in favour (barriers) or in
favour on the condition that (condition) :

• Verbatim transcripts from face-to-face inter-
views conducted in the context of a market
potential study of an innovative product using
natural language processing methods (NLP).

• Online posts comes from a community plat-
form called Yoomaneo.1

1https://www.yoomaneo.com/

Since we work with French data, we propose to
compare and analyse the performance of two pre-
trained versions for French. Additionally, since the
collected data is small, we propose to augment the
data with different augmentation techniques.

Contribution: This paper aims to compare and
analyse the performances of two french BERT mod-
els on two different types of data.

2 Dataset : Constitution and Annotation

2.1 Dataset origin: Verbatim transcript
The dataset used to build and evaluate the French
BERT models in this work comes from a set of
4367 verbatim. These verbatim were manually
extracted from 75 transcripts2 of face-to-face inter-
views. 3 To use this dataset for our research task,
we conduct a human evaluation. We gather 6 eval-
uators and create two subunits of 3 annotators and
add one more4 to balance the evaluation of the two
groups. We ask each group to review monthly 200
verbatim from the 4367.

Evaluation rules:
Only the verbatim whose classification obtained

an interrater agreement according to the following
rules were kept. Each verbatim of our initial corpus
(4367) must be evaluated by at least 3 people. If
a class (barrier, motivation or condition) results in
an agreement greater than or equal to 50% for a
verbatim and there is not a 50/50 on it, the selected
verbatim and the assigned class is selected. On the
other hand, if the interrater agreement is less than
50% or if there is 50/50 on two labels, the verbatim
is eliminated from the corpus. 1578 out of 4367
verbatim transcripts have been evaluated, and only
839 verbatim transcripts obtained an agreement

2434 081 tokens.
3The interviews were conducted as part of different mar-

ket potential studies catering various innovative products in
the field of electricity, health, electrical goods, gerontology,
automatism and pastry.

4We called him the common annotator since his role is to
fill the empty space left by one of the six initials annotators.



greater than or equal to 50%. The distribution of
the corpus is given in Table 1.

Classes Number of verbatim
Barriers 189
Motivation 407
Condition 243

Table 1: Number of verbatim per categories.

2.2 Dataset origin: Online posts

Yoomaneo is a free community platform open to
all. It was created in 2020 by the company Ixi-
ade.5 Yoomaneo was created to build a database of
individuals willing to participate in studies on Inno-
vation. Ixiade is responsible for the recruitment of
the participants of the studies, who are then invited
to download the application. For our case, 755 re-
sponses or posts were extracted from Yoomaneo.
These posts come from 4 different projects which
focus on the evaluation of different innovative con-
cepts in 3 different domains: health, well-being
and electrical (2 projects).

Evaluation rules The collected posts were then
given to 3 research fellows to evaluate. The evalu-
ation procedure is similar to the one mentioned in
section 2.1. Only the posts which received at least
the same evaluation (same category when anno-
tated) were kept. As a result, of the 755 evaluated,
433 were assigned to the motivation class, 112 to
the barrier class, 97 to the condition class, 65 were
deemed unclassifiable, and 48 received no agree-
ment. The distribution of the corpus is given in
Table 2.

Classes Number of verbatim
Barriers 112
Motivation 433
Condition 97

Table 2: Number of verbatim per categories.

3 Data Augmentation

Data amplification involves all the techniques for
amplifying the amount of data available by adding
slightly modified copies of the original data (Li
et al., 2021) or artificially generating data from
the original data through transformations (Taylor
and Nitschke, 2018) with the goal of increasing

5https://www.ixiade.com/

the size of the dataset. It has been used in various
fields such image classification (He et al., 2016),
speech recognition (Park et al., 2019), etc. In this
work, 4 different popular augmentation methods
have been implemented and adapted for text clas-
sification for the French language (Bayer et al.,
2021): synthetic noise (Feng et al., 2020; Belinkov
and Bisk, 2017), synonym replacement (Wei and
Zou, 2019; Feng et al., 2020; Coulombe, 2020),
random trio techniques (Feng et al., 2020) and back-
translation (Mercadier, 2020; Marivate and Sefara,
2020), (Feng et al., 2020), (Wei and Zou, 2019),
and (Marivate and Sefara, 2020). To our knowl-
edge, most of the mentioned techniques have only
been applied to English data reviews and not on the
type of data this work used: verbatim transcripts
and online posts.

3.1 Synthetic noise

For each verbatim transcript in our training dataset,
we randomly delete, insert and swap characters
according to a replacement percentage rate. We
produce for a verbatim transcript 5%, 10%, and
15% noise variations.

3.2 Random trio techniques

For random trio techniques, we randomly remove
a word which is not a stopword, insert a random
synonym of a word into a random position in the
verbatim transcript and swap the position of two
words with a percentage rate of 5% (5% of the
words are changed).

3.3 Replacement methods

Lexical replacement approach is a technique that re-
places a word or words in a text with similar words.
Most works (Kolomiyets et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,
2015) replace words in the original text with their
synonyms using WordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani,
2007). Since we deal with French data, we used the
lexical resource DBnary (Sérasset, 2012; Sérasset
and Tchechmedjiev, 2014). DBnary is a large lex-
ical resource which provides multilingual lexical
data extracted from Wiktionary. The dataset con-
tains extracts from 22 Wiktionary languages. We
replace only adjectives, adverbs, verbs and nouns
with a randomly chosen synonym of the same POS
provided by DBnary. We use Stanza (Qi et al.,
2020) for tagging.



3.4 Back-translation
Back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2015) consists
in translating a sentence from a source language
to a target language. The sentence obtained after
translation from the source language to the target
language is then translated back into the source lan-
guage. This approach makes it possible to obtain
different variants of the same sentence. We use
Deepl6 translation service web to produce those
new data for our training dataset. We used all the
languages provided by Deepl, approximately 25
languages.

Method Text
Original Tout à fait. Après il peut y avoir une application

pour les IPAD, et une autre pour les smart phone,
c’est pas le même usage.

Synthetic Noise Tout à faeit. Après il put y avoir upne applictaiown
pour lhes IaPAD, et une autre pour les
smart phone, cv’est pas le même usage.

Random trio Tout à fait . Après il peut y avoir
une usage pour les IPAD, et une autre
pour les smart phone , c’ est pas le même application.

Synonym replacement Tout à fait . Après il peut y avoir une
application pour les IPAD , et une autre pour les smart
phone , c’ est pas le même emploi .

Back-translation C’est vrai. S’il existe une application pour iPad
et une application pour smartphone, il ne s’agit
pas du même travail.

Table 3: Example of a verbatim transcript and its vari-
ations using our augmentation methods. Changes are
bolded.

4 Experimental Setup

We chose 4 data augmentation techniques and 2
Pretrained Models (FlauBERT and CamemBERT)
for this experimental work.

4.1 Data splitting and augmentation

Methods Training Testing
Original 503 168
Synthetic Noise 1981 168
Random trio 8024 168
Synonym replacement 6822 168
Back-translation 11 236 168

Table 4: Overview of the augmented datasets for the
verbatim dataset.

We divide our dataset into 3 subsets: train, dev
and test (respectively 60%, 20%, 20%). We aug-
ment only the training set. Table 3 gives an example
of verbatim transcripts generated using the differ-
ent augmentation methods mentioned above. Table

6https://www.deepl.com/fr/translator

4 and 5 gives an overview of the training size per
augmentation method.

Methods Training Testing
Original 384 129
Synthetic Noise 1465 129
Random trio 5481 129
Synonym replacement 3854 129
Back-translation 7691 129

Table 5: Overview of the augmented datasets for the
online posts dataset.

4.2 Pretrained Models and Finetuning

Model description. FlauBERT (Le et al., 2020) is
a French BERT model. It was trained on 71 GB of
French text corpus. The corpus consists of 24 sub-
corpora covering diverse topics and writing styles
from formal and well-written text (e.g. Wikipedia
and books).7 CamemBERT is also a language
model for French based on the RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) architecture pretrained on the French cor-
pus OSCAR (Suárez et al., 2019) (138 GB) and
CCNET (Wenzek et al., 2019) (135 GB). Both
FlauBERT and CamemBERT were trained on the
masked Language Modeling (MLM) task.

Architecture. For our task, we append the rel-
evant predictive layer on top of CamemBERT’s
and FlauBERT’s architecture. We fine-tune all the
different models to follow the process described
by Devlin et al. (2018) and followed by Le et al.
(2020). The classification head for FlauBERT con-
sists of the following layers, a dropout, a linear
layer followed by the activation function tanh, a
dropout and another linear layer. To obtain the
probabilities for each class, the softmax function
was used. The dimensions of the inputs of the lin-
ear layers are respectively equal to the size of the
Transformer. For CamemBERT, the classification
heads are the same as the ones described in Martin
et al. (2019).

Parameters. As far as the hyperparameters are
concerned, they are all fixed at the time of learning,
with a batch size of 8 for all the architectures. The
number of epochs is set to 5 and the learning rate
to 5e-5 for the first epoch, then decreasing linearly.
The AdamW (Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer is
used.

7http://www.gutenberg.org.

https://www.deepl.com/fr/translator
http://www.gutenberg.org.


5 Results and Analysis

In this section, we present the results on our two test
data. We compare the performance of FlauBERT
with its competitor (CamemBERT). The metrics
used to measure the performance of each method
were the F1-score and the accuracy (F-micro). The
F-score is used as metric since our data are imbal-
anced in order to observe the real performance of
the model. The results are evaluated according to
the amplification method used and the architecture
used. Our baseline is the model without amplifica-
tion.

5.1 FlauBERT
For FlauBERT, we use the 3 model sizes:
FlauBERT BASE CASED (BC), FlauBERT BASE
UNCASED (BU) and FlauBERT LARGE (L). Ta-
ble 6 presents the size of data on which each model
was trained.

Model Parameters Architecture Training corpus
FlauBERT BASE CASED (BC) 138M Base 24 corpora (71GB)
FlauBERT BASE UNCASED (BU) 137M Base 24 corpora (71GB)
FlauBERT LARGE (L) 373M Large 24 corpora (71GB)

Table 6: pre-trained model size for FlauBERT (Le et al.,
2020).

TAD Verbatim transcripts
FlauBERT Base Cased FlauBERT Base Uncased FlauBERT Large
accuracy F1 accuracy F1 accuracy F1

0 - Baseline 0.482 0.217 0.500 0.267 0.589 0.538
1 - BT 0.667 0.604 0.690 0.650 0.690 0.657

+0.18 +0.39 +0.19 +0.38 +0.10 +0.12
2 - SR 0.589 0.574 0.649 0.607 0.690 0.641

+0.11 +0.36 +0.15 + 0.34 +0.10 +0.10
3 - RT 0.595 0.558 0.714 0.683 0.583 0.411

+0.11 +0.34 +0.21 +0.42 -0.01 -0.13
4 - NI 0.673 0.591 0.685 0.641 0.625 0.514

+0.19 +0.37 +0.18 +0.37 +0.04 -0.02

Table 7: FlauBERT: F1 and accuracy score for verbatim
transcripts test data.

Table 7 presents the final accuracy and F1 on
test set for the verbatim transcripts. The results
show that FlauBERT BU performs better than the
CASED model and the LARGE model, with an
accuracy score of 0.714 and F1 score of 0.682.
Overall, Back-translation and noise injection per-
form better for all the 3 models, with an average
accuracy greater than 0.60. Huge improvement
is observed with the F1 score for all the models,
except for the case where FlauBERT LARGE is
combined with random trio and Noise Injection.
One reason may be that too much injection and
replacement of words might have altered the se-
mantic sense of the training data when augmenting

it.

TAD Online Posts
FlauBERT Base Cased FlauBERT Base Uncased FlauBERT Large
accuracy F1 accuracy F1 accuracy F1

0 - Baseline 0,667 0,269 0,674 0,269 0,667 0,267
1 - BT 0,698 0,514 0,791 0,660 0,822 0,750

+0,03 +0,24 +0,12 +0,39 +0,15 +0,48
2 - SR 0,713 0,582 0,752 0,621 0,829 0,733

+0,05 +0,31 +0,08 +0,35 +0,16 +0,47
3 -RT 0,736 0,648 0,721 0,515 0,814 0,723

+0,07 +0,38 +0,05 +0,25 +0,15 +0,46
4 - NI 0,651 0,484 0,798 0,714 0,829 0,729

-0,02 +0,22 +0,12 +0,44 +0,16 +0,46

Table 8: FlauBERT: F1 and accuracy score for online
posts test data.

Table 8 presents the results on the test set for
online posts. The results show that FlauBERT L
performs slightly better than the CASED model and
the LARGE model, with an accuracy score greater
than 0.80 for all the amplification methods. The
best score is obtained with synonym replacement
and FlauBERT L with an accuracy score of 0.829
and F1 of 0.733.

By comparing the results, we observe that the
amplification methods combined with the differ-
ent FLauBERT models improve the classification
task for both test data. Nevertheless, the results are
more significant on the online post data, with an
accuracy above 0.80. This might be because they
are somewhat similar to reviews or critics. Verba-
tim transcripts are quite particular since they come
from oral dialogue which has been transcribed and
revised. The classification models have somewhat
more difficulties to classify those type of data com-
pare to online posts, even though the accuracy is
quite good (> 0.70 on verbatim transcripts test data).
Random trio and synonym replacement are respec-
tively the ones which produced the best score for
the test data for verbatim transcripts and test data
for online posts.

In the next section, we present the results ob-
tained when using CamemBERT model.

5.2 CamemBERT
For CamemBERT, we used three model sizes which
were introduced in Martin et al. (2019): Camem-
BERT BASE O for the model trained on the OS-
CAR corpus, CamemBERT BASE C for the model
trained on the CCNET corpus and CamemBERT
LARGE trained of the CCNET corpus.

Table 10 presents the final accuracy and F1 on
test set for online posts. The results show that
CamemBERT LARGE performs better than the
BASE model, with an accuracy score of 0.756 and



Model Parameter Architecture Training corpus
CamemBERT BASE O 110M Base corpus OSCAR (135 GB )
CamemBERT LARGE 335M Large corpus CCNet (135 GB )
CamemBERT BASE C 110M Base corpus CCNet (135 GB )

Table 9: Pre-trained models size for CamemBERT (Mar-
tin et al., 2020).

TAD Verbatim transcripts
CamemBERT B (OSCAR) CamemBERT B (CCNet) CamemBERT L (CCNet)
accuracy F1 accuracy F1 accuracy F1

0 - Baseline 0,482 0,217 0,607 0,458 0,494 0,318
1 - BT 0,696 0,640 0,732 0,687 0,673 0,611

+0,21 +0,42 +0,13 +0,47 +0,18 +0,39
2 - SR 0,714 0,663 0,702 0,653 0,649 0,581

+0,23 +0,45 +0,10 +0,44 +0,15 +0,36
3 - RT 0,714 0,648 0,655 0,594 0,756 0,720

+0,23 +0,43 +0,05 +0,38 +0,26 +0,50
4 - NI 0,685 0,642 0,667 0,621 0,714 0,687

+0,20 +0,43 +0,06 +0,16 +0,22 +0,37

Table 10: CamemBERT: F1 and accuracy score for
Verbatim transcripts test data.

F1 score of 0.720. Random trio is the best per-
forming method (acc.: 0.756) follow by the back-
translation method (acc.: 0.732) and synonym re-
placement (acc.: 0.714).

TAD Online Posts
CamemBERT B (OSCAR) CamemBERT B (CCNet) CamemBERT L (CCNet)
accuracy F1 accuracy F1 accuracy F1

0 - Baseline 0,674 0,269 0,752 0,484 0,674 0,269
1 - BT 0,783 0,68 0,814 0,755 0,822 0,771

+0,11 +0,41 +0,06 +0,27 +0,15 +0,50
2 - SR 0,767 0,672 0,845 0,759 0,868 0,801

+0,09 +0,40 +0,09 +0,27 +0,19 +0,53
7 - RT 0,744 0,666 0,853 0,780 0,775 0,708

+0,07 +0,40 +0,10 +0,30 +0,10 +0,44
8 - NI 0,744 0,580 0,806 0,731 0,806 0,624

+0,07 +0,31 +0,05 +0,25 +0,13 +0,36

Table 11: CamemBERT: F1 and accuracy score for
Online Posts test data.

Table 11 show that CamemBERT LARGE per-
forms better than the BASE model, with an accu-
racy score of 0.868 and F1 score of 0.801. Random
trio is the best performing method, follow by the
back-translation method (acc.: 0.853) and synonym
replacement (acc.: 0.783).

By comparing the results, we observe that aug-
mentation methods used in this work clearly im-
proved the performances for both CamemBERT
and FlauBERT. Overall, CamemBERT perfor-
mances are better than FlauBERT. Synonym re-
placement combined with CamemBERT LARGE
is the best performing duo on verbatim and online
posts test data. We also noted that performances
on post online are better than on verbatim tran-
scripts. One reason may be the type of data the
pre-trained model were trained on. CCNET corpus
were crawled from internet, so they may be more
similar or linguistically closer to online posts than
verbatim transcripts. A linguistic analysis of the

data used to trained CamemBERT model may be
interesting to conduct in order to explore the lin-
gusitic similarities or differences with our datasets.
In conclusion, the results are promising and clearly
open up work prospects.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a work where we sought to
compare the performances of two BERT models
for French language on a three-class classification
task . Firstly, we show that simple augmentation
techniques used for text classification can be im-
plemented and adapted for the datasets used in
this work. Overall, we also obseved that Camem-
BERT model was better than FlauBERT for this
task and the best amplification method was syn-
onym replacement. For future works, we would
like to use other pretrained language models for
French such as XLNET, BERT multilingual, etc. In
this paper, we just focus on comparing two French
Variants. We also think exploring the linguistic
features of our dataset in the training of the model
may be interesting with the goal of evaluating their
impact on the performance. Finally, we also think
that trying to other amplification methods such as
replacement via a language model may be interest-
ing.

The data used in this work comes from a private
enterprise, and we have not received their consent
to share the dataset.
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